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Savory crab cakes, panfried to a crisp golden brown. Succulent sea bass roasted on a bed of

fennel. Tender lobster meat cloaked in drawn butter. When it comes to fish and shellfish, there is no

end to the variety of dishes both flavorful and quick-cooking that can grace your table.In the pages

of William-Sonoma Collection Seafood, you'll find more than 40 recipes for innovative appetizers

and entrÃƒÂ©es as well as updated renditions of all the time-honored classics, from aromatic

mussels mariniÃƒÂ¨re to hearty seafood paella. Whether you want to whip up a simple supper of

Cajun-spiced catfish served with greens or present an elegant dish of lobster risotto drizzled with

white truffle oil to hungry guests, here are ideas to suit every occasion. The recipes are

accompanied with colorful photos and helpful sidebars on ingredients and cooking techniques,

making each dish easy to envision and simple to prepare. A glossary and basics section round out

everything you need to know to handle seafood with success, from skinning fillets and removing pin

bones to testing for doneness. An essential addition to the kitchen bookshelf, Seafood will inspire

the busy cook to prepare and enjoy a healthful and delicious fish or shellfish dish on any night of the

week.
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Methods

This cookbook has information on various types of fish, as well as guidelines for storing, buying,

cutting, etc. There are pictures of every recipe and the recipes are really fabulous. There are a few



that either have fish that I never saw in a store before, like rockfish, as well as some recipes that are

expensive to make, like requiring 4 live maine lobsters. However, the benefits more than makes up

for the downsides. Great book if you like seafood - especially shellfish

All 3 items that I ordered met my expectation. As a matter of fact, I use recipe from all 3 already

thank you

Nicely done. Easy recipes.

Beautiful illustrations. Every recipe has tips/tricks and information on the side of the pages.

I love this cookbook! I would recommend

Some unique seafood recipes with a Spanish flair. Love the paella. Would have liked a few more

New England style recipes.

Perfect book for a seafood lover.
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